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• For individual drafts, authors can edit the set of “Additional resources”
• For WG drafts and RFCs, the chairs can edit the additional resources
Additional document resources

draft-eckel-edm-find-code

Valid tags:

faq, github_org, github_repo, github_username, gitlab_repo, gitlab_username, jabber_log, jabber_room, mailing_list, mailing_list_archive, related_implementations, repo, slack, tracker, webpage, wiki, yc_entry, yc_impact, zulip

Additional Resources

- **github_repo** https://github.com/eckelcu/draft-eckel-edm-find-code
- **related_implementations** https://datatracker.ietf.org/doc/draft-ietf-shmoo-hackathon/ (Example implementation in draft-ietf-shmoo-hackathon)

Format: 'tag value (Optional description)'. Separate multiple entries with newline. When the value is a URL, use https:// where possible.